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Abstract. This paper examines a conditional marker jiu in Mandarin. Jiu is independently
motivated to be a focus-sensitive exclusive, with a meaning similar to English only [26]. It
indicates conditionality since combiningwith a juxtaposition of two clauses, it blocks the logical
conjunction interpretation of the two. Together with a flexible semantics of natural language
connectives as in [15], jiu turns out to be compatible with conditional juxtapositions and thus
indicates conditionality.

1 Jiu as a conditional marker

A Mandarin conditional usually has in its consequent an adverb jiu [3, 24, 11],
which is standardly glossed as ‘then’ and assumed to be a conditional marker with
no obvious semantic contribution (see eg. [4, p. 127]). The paper discusses how jiu,
being an exclusive outside conditionals, can be turned into a conditional marker.

Let’s look at a concrete example. The following pair shows that without jiu, a
juxtaposition of two clauses inMandarin is interpreted conjunctively (1), while adding
jiu turns a (logical) conjunction into a conditional (2).

(1) A
A
shi
be

hong
red

qiu,
ball,

B
B
shi
be

lan
blue

qiu.
ball

‘Ball-A is red, and ball-B is blue.’

(2) A
A
shi
be

hong
red

qiu,
ball,

B
B
jiu
jiu

shi
be

lan
blue

qiu.
ball

‘If ball-A is red, then ball-B is blue.’

One major difference between (1) and (2) is that in (1) the first clause is entailed,
while in (2) it is not. This is illustrated by the following contrast:

(3) A
A
shi
be

hong
red

qiu,
ball,

B
B
shi
be

lan
blue

qiu;
ball;

# dan
but

A
A
you.keneng
have.possibility

bu
not

shi
be

hong
red

qiu.
ball

‘Ball-A is red, and ball-B is blue; #but ball-A might not be red.’
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(4) A
A
shi
be

hong
red

qiu,
ball,

B
B
jiu
jiu

shi
be

lan
blue

qiu;
ball

dan
but

A
A
you.keneng
have.possibility

bu
not

shi
be

hong
red

qiu.
ball

‘If ball-A is red, then ball-B is blue; but ball-A might not be red.’

(3) sounds contradictory, since a juxtaposition of R(a) (ball-A is read) and B(b) en-
tails its first clause R(a), and putting R(a) and an epistemic statement ♢¬R(a) to-
gether results in a contradiction [35].

On the other hand, (4) sounds fine, since a conditional does not commit to the
truth of its antecedentR(a), and continuing it with♢¬R(a) does not cause a problem.

The above contrast suggests p, jiu q is a conditional. We also take seriously the
conventional wisdom that jiu is just a conditional marker. In other words, p, jiu q is
no different from English conditionals if p, then q — no extra meaning is conveyed
by the former.

The situation can be more succinctly described as in (5). Here, we follow [33]
using > as the conditional connective in our representation language. The rest of the
paper is devoted to an understanding of (5)1.

(5) a. Jp, qK = Jp ∧ qK
b. Jp, jiu qK = Jp > qK

2 Semantics of jiu

There is an easy answer to why p, jiu q is a conditional. We could assign jiu the
semantics of a conditional operator, as in (6)2 for example.

(6) JjiuK = λpλq.p > q

There are many problems with such a analysis. It inherits all the criticisms An-
gelika Kratzer [17, 18] puts forward to argue against positing a conditional operator
in natural languages (see [9] for an opposing view and [14] for a reply).

While the paper will not review these general problems, it raises the following
doubt for (6): even if there are conditional operators in natural languages, jiu does
not seem to be one of them: jiu can be used outside conditionals, and there it simply
cannot be treated as a conditional operator.

Outside conditionals, jiu can be an exclusive3.

(7) Lisi
Lisi

jiu
jiu

qing
invite

le
asp

[Yuehan]F ,
John,

# (keneng)
(possible)

ye
also

qing
invite

le
asp

Mali.
Mary

1The metalinguistic functor J.K maps a natural language expression to its meaning.
2Or JjiuK = λpλq.q > p, as suggested by an anonymous reviewer. The order is irrelevant.
3I assume the jiu in (7) is the same jiu as the conditional marker jiu. Obviously this is a better

hypothesis than positing lexical ambiguities of jiu.
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“#Lisi only invited John, (but it’s possible that) he also invited Mary.”

In the first clause of (7), jiu contributes an exclusive inference: Lisi did not invite peo-
ple other than John, which contradicts the second clause that he (might) also invited
Mary, and thus the infelicity.

Following [26], I take jiu to be a onlyweak. Similar to the standard analysis
of only’s assertive component [29, 19, 31], it negates alternative propositions to the
prejacent; different from only, it negates only those propositions strictly stronger (in
terms of entailment) than the prejacent4.

Before we see how this semantics works, let’s couch our analysis in a more for-
mal setting. First, sentences receive truth values relativized to aworldw and a context,
which among other things includes the current question under discussion (QUD) Q
[27, 1, 30]. Next, a question (including QUD) is a set of propositions – the set of its
possible answers [10, 12]. Furthermore, focus-marking on an expression a activates
alternatives which share with a the same semantic type [28]. Finally, focus-marking
is systematically related to QUD, via the requirement in (8) which demands the QUD
to be a subset of the set of propositions obtained by replacing the focus part of the
prejacent with its alternatives (cf. the Focus Interpretation Principle in [29] and the
Focus Principle in [1]).

(8) Q ⊆ {q | ∃x.(x ∈JFocusKAlt ∧ q = (JBackgroundK(x)))}
where Background is the predicate which when combining with the focus,
forms the prejacent.

Assuming jiu is a sentential operator (to simplify things), it has the semantics of
onlyweak in (9) in the current setting.

(9) Jjiu(π)Kw,Q =Jonlyweak(π)Kw,Q =1 iff ∀q ∈ Q[q ⊂ JπKQ → q(w) = 0]

Alternatives asymmetrically entailing the prejacent are false.

An application of (9) to (7) delivers exclusivity. Here, the QUD is most likely to be
who did Lisi invite?, the set of propositions in (10).

4An anonymous reviewer questions our semantics of jiu as onlyweak formally represented in (9),
based on the intuition that jiu does not always convey exclusivity. For example, [Lisi jiu hui shuo fayu]
‘Lisi jiu can speak French’ with stress on Lisi does not express that people other than Lisi cannot speak
French. As a response, I would like to emphasize that (9) does not always trigger exclusivity (that
is why it is called weak-only, not real-only). In particular, it only generates exclusive inferences when
there are alternative propositions in the context that asymmetrically entail jiu’s prejacent (the proposition
denoted by the sentence that jiu combines with). For reason of space, I cannot go into the details of (9)
as the semantics of jiu. Interested readers can consult [26] for motivations of and arguments for such
a semantics. The same reviewer also mentions temporal/modal uses of jiu, the analyses of which are
possible once the proposal in [26] is enriched with events, times and so on.
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(10) QUD(7) =


invite(Ls, John),
invite(Ls, Mary),
invite(Ls, John⊕Mary),
…


The QUD in (10) contains propositions asymmetrically entailing the prejacent,

for instance invite(Ls, John⊕Mary)5, and thus they are negated according to the
semantics of jiu in (9). Next, from ¬invite(Ls, John⊕Mary) and the prejacent in-
vite(Ls, John) which we take to be asserted (but nothing hinges on this), we get
¬invite(Ls,Mary). Running this reasoning for every individual in the context, we
eventually get the exclusive inference that Lisi did not invite people other than John.

Can this exclusive semantics be used to explain the fact that jiu also acts as a
conditional marker? The rest of the paper argues it can. Here is a preview: we take
Mandarin juxtaposition to be ambiguous between a conjunctive and a conditional
interpretation, with the former being the default; we then show jiu, with its exclusive
semantics, is incompatible with the conjunctive interpretation; this leaves jiu with
conditional juxtaposition, and jiu becomes a conditional marker.

Next we will show how jiu is incompatible with a conjunctive interpretation.

3 jiu in conjunctions

We first clarify our initial assumptions about Mandarin juxtapositions.
I assume a Mandarin juxtaposition like (1) has between the two clauses a covert

connective andb, which is just the standard boolean-and. This captures the fact that
(1) is interpreted conjunctively and both clauses are entailed 6.

(11) Jp andb qKw,Q = 1 iff JpKw,Q = 1 ∧ JqKw,Q = 1

Adding jiu to (1) removes the conjunctive interpretation, as was demonstrated
in (2). We now show what goes wrong with combining jiu with a conjunctive inter-
pretation of (2).

(2) A
A
shi
be

hong
red

qiu,
ball,

B
B
jiu
jiu

shi
be

lan
blue

qiu.
ball

We take (2) under a conjunctive interpretation to have the configuration in (12).

5⊕ is Link’s sum-formation. The paper adopts a theory of pluralities as in [25].
6If the reader does not like covert operators, replace all covert operators in the paper with interpre-

tation rules. Nothing hinges on this.
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(12)
jiu

[R(a)]F andb B(b)

A few remarks are needed. First, in (2), jiu is associated to its left, thus the
focus-marking on the first clause in (12). This is shared by most researchers working
on this topic [2, 21, 11] and is motivated by the fact that jiu is not stressed in (2), and
unstressed jiu is always associated to its left [11, p. 18].

Second, I assume that in cases like (2) where jiu is associated to its left, jiu
covertly moves to the top to scope over its focus-marked associate at LF, similar to
movement of even as in [13, 20, 6]. This is a simplification we make (we could have
chosen cross-categorial rules as in [5] instead), and nothing crucial hinges on this.

Finally, jiu cannot be associated with any sub-constituent of the first conjunct
in (12). This is because if it did, we would rather put jiu in the first conjunct (for
minimality reasons such as a focus particle should be close to its focused associate)
and would not see it at the surface in the second clause. This point will be stressed
again later in the section.

An application of the semantics of jiu in (9) to the LF in (12) delivers (13).

(13) J(12)KQ is true iff R(a) ∧ B(b) ∧ ∀q ∈ Q[q ⊂ (R(a) ∧ B(b)) → ¬q]

Weneed to determine what the QUD is in this case. Under a conjunctive interpretation
of (2) and a wide focus on the first conjunct, a plausible QUD would be what is the
situation like?

Suppose that there are exactly three balls a, b and c and exactly two colors red
and blue, and we are interested in the colors of the balls. The QUD has the following
shape.

(14) QUD(12) =



R(a) ∧ B(b) ∧ R(c),
R(a) ∧ B(b) ∧ B(c),
R(a) ∧ R(b) ∧ R(c),
R(a) ∧ R(b) ∧ B(c),
B(a) ∧ R(b) ∧ R(c),
B(a) ∧ R(b) ∧ B(c)


Among these alternatives, there are two asymmetrically entailing the prejacentR(a)∧B(b):
R(a) ∧ B(b) ∧ R(c) and R(a) ∧ B(b) ∧ B(c), they are negated according to the se-
mantics of jiu. The result is the following:

(15) R(a) ∧ B(b) ∧ ¬ (R(a) ∧ B(b) ∧ R(c)) ∧ ¬ (R(a) ∧ B(b) ∧ B(c))
≡ R(a) ∧ B(b) ∧ ¬ R(c) ∧ ¬ B(c)
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(15) amounts to: ball-A is red, ball-B is blue, ball-C is neither red nor blue. This
is problematic, since we have been assuming there are exactly two colors and three
balls, and everything has a color: ball-C should be either red or blue. A contradiction
is derived, and thus jiu is incompatible with a conjunctive interpretation in this case.

Intuitively, the problem occurs because we have assigned a wide focus to the
first conjunct and this corresponds to QUD that are very general such as what’s been
happening? what was the case?. These questions are open ended and are usually
about additional subject matters that go beyond the ones concerned by the conjunc-
tion itself. Thus negating all answers stronger than the conjunction precludes every
possible way these extra subject matters could be realized. But a subject matter has
to be realized, one way or the other, and as a result a contradiction arises.

What happens if there are only two balls a and b around? The QUD will be the
following:

(16) QUD’(12) =


R(a) ∧ B(b),
R(a) ∧ R(b),
B(a) ∧ B(b),
B(a) ∧ R(b)


Combining the QUD’ in (16) with (13) does not give rise to the problem (14) faces:
since there are no propositions that asymmetrically entail the prejacent, (13) simply
returns the prejacent. In other words, jiu is vacuous in this case. This, I suggest is
why jiu is not good this case either. Being entirely vacuous is not allowed.

We have been considering general QUD such as what was the situation like?.
What happens when we have more specific questions as the QUD? It turns out that
specific questions are not compatible (for syntactic reasons) with jiu taking a conjunc-
tive prejacent. Let’s look at a concrete example. Suppose I askwho did Zhangsan and
Lisi each invite?, and (17-a) is uttered, with (17-b)-(17-d) as its potential F-marked
LFs (possible F-markings on the second conjunct are ignored since they are not rele-
vant to unstressed jiu which only associates to the first conjunct).

(17) a. Zhangsan
Zhangsan

qing.le
invite.asp

Yuehan,
John,

Lisi
Lisi

jiu
jiu

qing.le
invite.asp

Mali
Mary

he
and

Su.
Sue.

b.

jiu

[invite(Zs, j)]F
andb invite(Ls, m⊕s)
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c.

jiu

invite(Zs, [j]F )
andb invite(Ls, m⊕s)

d.

jiu invite(Zs, [j]F ) andb invite(Ls, m⊕s)

Among the LFs, (17-b) does not congruewith the specific QUD at hand, which instead
points to a narrow focus within the first conjunct such as invite(Zs, [j]F ). In other
words, (17-b) is a case of overfocusing and could be ruled out by AvoidF [32] that
prefers narrow F-marking.

(17-c) is not well formed either, but for a different reason. Here we try to as-
sociate a wide-scope jiu (over the conjunction) with a narrow focus within the first
conjunct. This is illicit because focus particles should stay close to their focused as-
sociates and we should put jiu at the LF in the first conjunct, as in (17-d).

(17-d) is a well-formed LF, but it does not correspond to the surface form in
(17-a) anymore. To get (17-d), there is no reason to put jiu on the surface within the
second conjunct; instead, jiu should be put in the first conjunct on the surface as well,
as in (18). (18) has the conceivable only+conjunction interpretation that Zhangsan
only invited John, and Lisi invited Mary and Sue.

(18) Zhangsan
Zhangsan

jiu
jiu

qing.le
invite.asp

[Yuehan]F ,
John,

Lisi
Lisi

qing.le
invite.asp

Mali
Mary

he
and

Su.
Sue.

‘Zhangsan only invited John, and Lisi invited Mary and Sue.’

In sum, since none of the LFs in (17) can be the LF of (17-a) when the QUD being
a specific question, we claim that (17-a) under a conjunctive interpretation does not
have specific questions as its QUD.

It needs to be mentioned that in (17-a), jiu at its current position can be associ-
ated with a narrow focus within the second conjunct, as in (19). (19) has a conjunc-
tion+only interpretation and jiu is stressed (since it associates to its right), as predicted.

(19) Zhangsan
Zhangsan

qing.le
invite.asp

Yuehan,
John,

Lisi
Lisi

jiu
jiu

qing.le
invite.asp

[Mali
Mary

he
and

Su]F .
Sue.

‘Zhangsan invited John, and Lisi only invited Mary and Sue.’

Summarizing our discussion so far, in cases like (2), unstressed jiu is not compat-
ible with a (boolean) conjunctive interpretation of the juxtaposition: being unstressed,
it can only be associated with the first conjunct with a wide focus; wide focus cor-
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responds to general and open ended questions which let too many propositions into
the QUD; negating (by jiu) all the propositions stronger than the conjunction usually
gives rise to contradiction; in rare cases when the conjunction necessarily provides a
complete answer to the QUD, adding jiu is entirely vacuous; since neither contradic-
tion nor vacuity is a good thing, unstressed jiu is incompatible with conjunction.

4 Flexible connectives

We saw that jiu is not compatible with andb. In this section, we propose, fol-
lowing Klinedinst and Rothschild [15], that andb can be weakened into andd, which
gives rise to a conditional interpretation and will in the next section be shown to be
compatible with jiu.

Klinedinst and Rothschild’s proposal is about non-boolean interpretation of En-
glish sentential connectives and and or. Here we focus on the and part. As was
observed in [7], English and, besides their standard truth-functional interpretation,
can be construed conditionally. (20) is from [15, p. 156].

(20) The police show up, and there might be trouble.
≈ If the police show up, there might be trouble.

To explain conditional uses of conjunction, Klinedinst and Rothschild posit two
and: andb and andd. andb is the familiar truth-functional ∧. Andd does not have
truth-conditional content but share with the former the same dynamic property: in
both cases, and is a context-shifter, by requiring its first conjunct to set up the context
against which the second conjunct is interpreted. Specifically, the context involved
here is the information parameter s [35], which is a set of possible worlds relevant to
epistemic modals (s being their modal base/domain of quantification) and sentential
connectives.

Let me clarify again what I assume about contexts. I still take sentences to re-
ceive truth values relative to a world w and a context, but contexts now consist of
two parameters, the QUD parameter Q and the information parameter s. The for-
mer is relevant to interpretation of focus and focus-sensitive operators and the latter
is relevant to modals. For sentences contain neither focus/focus-sensitive-operators
nor modals such as (21), these parameters are idle. Some examples that illustrate the
information parameter follow.

(21) JLisi leftKw,Q,s = 1 iff Lisi left in w.

(22) J♢pKw,Q,s = 1 iff ∃w′ ∈ s.JpKw′,Q,s = 1

(23) J□pKw,Q,s = 1 iff ∀w′ ∈ s.JpKw′,Q,s =1

With this setting, the idea that and shifts the information parameter is illustrated by
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the following two entries.

(24) Jp andb qKw,Q,s = 1 iff JpKw,Q,s = 1 ∧ JqKw,Q,sp = 1

(25) Jp andd qKw,Q,s = 1 iff JqKw,Q,sp = 1

The context-shifting property of and is reflected by the sp on the second conjunct in
both (24) and (25). Both andb and andd shift the original information parameter s into
sp, against which the second conjunct is interpreted. sp is defined intersectively: for
any clauses p and information parameter s, sp = s ∩ {w′ : JpKw′,Q,s = 1}. In words,
the second conjunct is interpreted with respect to s intersected with worlds where the
first conjunct is true.

While the two and’s are closely related (in this respect, Klinedinst and Roth-
schild’s account is more explanatory than [7] where the conditional and is simply a
conditional operator), andb is strictly stronger than andd: andb but not andd entails
the first conjunct. It is andd that gives rise to conditionals uses of and.

But the two are not equal in their uses, to govern their distribution, Klinedinst
and Rothschild further posit the following two general principles.

(26) a. No clause may be entirely idle in determining the meaning of a sentence.
b. Any clausemay be entailed unless themeaning of some operator prevents

it. [15, p. 153]

Let’s be concrete. (20) has a conditional interpretation, since it can have (27) as its
LF.

(27)

police show up
andd

might there is trouble

With might being ♢ and the entries of ♢ and andd in (23) and (25), (27) has the
following meaning.

(28) J(27)Kw,Q,s = 1
iff ∃w′ ∈ spolice show up.Jthere is troubleKw′,Q,spolice show up = 1
iff ∃w′ ∈ spolice show up. there is trouble in w′

iff ∃w′ ∈ s ∩ {w′′ : police show up in w′′}. there is trouble in w′

The end result is Kratzerian: the antecedent of a conditional is just a restrictor for
the modal in the consequent [17, 18]. Slightly different from Kratzer, the restricting
is not done by posting syncategorematic interpretation rule [18, p. 94] or by taking
the antecedent to be an argument of the modal, andd does the job in conditional con-
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junctions like (20), by requiring its first conjunct to shift the context under which the
second conjunct is interpreted.

Of course, not every conjunction is interpreted conditionally. For instance, if the
second conjunct does not contain a modal/quantificational adverb (including covert
ones), andd is not allowed. Below in (29), suppose that q itself does not contain
any modal, and thus it is not sensitive to the information parameter. As a result,J(29)Kw,Q,s = JqKw,Q,sp = JqKw,Q,s. This is not allowed since p is entirely idle in
determining the meaning of (29), violating (26-a).

(29)
p andd q

Following Klinedinst and Rothschild, we assume that the covert andb (with the se-
mantics in (24)) that appears between two juxtaposed clauses in Mandarin can also
be weakened into andd (with the semantics in (25)). When the weakening happens, a
conditional meaning can obtain.

Specifically, with the covert andd and a covert (epistemic) necessity modal [17],
I propose the jiu-conditional in (2) has the structure in (30-a). In (30-a), andd is di-
rectly adopted from [15] and is employed here since its strengthened variant andb is
incompatible with jiu (section 3), while the covert□ is needed consequently to avoid
a violation of (26-a).7

(2) A
A
shi
be

hong
red

qiu,
ball,

B
B
jiu
jiu

shi
be

lan
blue

qiu.
ball

‘If ball-A is red, then ball-B is blue.’

(30) a.
jiu π

[R(a)]F
andd □ B(b)

b. JπKw,Q,s = 1
iff J□B(b)Kw,Q,sR(a) = 1

iff ∀w′ ∈ sR(a).JB(b)Kw′,Q,sR(a)

iff ∀w′ ∈ s ∩ {w′′ : R(a) in w′′}.B(b) in w′

The prejacent of jiu π in (30-a) (ignoring the focus-marking for now, but see the next
section) is interpreted as a conditional, just as in (27)-(28).

7Covert modals are widely adopted in linguistics since [17] in analyses of natural language condi-
tionals.
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We saw in the previous section that jiu is incompatible with a conjunctive pre-
jacent. Is jiu compatible with a conditional prejacent? We turn to this question in the
next section.

5 jiu in conditionals

5.1 Non-monotinicity of conditional antecedents

When the prejacent of jiu is interpreted as a conditional and the entire antecedent
is F-marked, QUDs are questions like under what conditional does the consequent
obtain? In the case of (30-a), a plausible QUD would be under what conditional is
Ball-b blue? In a context with exactly three balls and two colors, the QUD has the
following shape.

(31) QUD(30-a) =


R(a) andd □B(b),
B(a) andd □B(b),
(B(a) ∧ B(c)) andd □ B(b),
…


Since none of the propositions in (31) entails the prejacent, nothing gets negated. We
do not run into the contradiction problem that happens with conjunctions (we will
discuss the vacuity problem in the next subsection).

The above reasoning relies on the assumption that conditional antecedents are
non-monotonic. In other words, B(a) andd □ B(b) should not entail (B(a) ∧ B(c))
andd □ B(b) (the reverse entailment obviously does not hold).

The standard semantics following the Lewis-Stalnaker tradition [33, 23] takes
conditional antecedents to be non-monotonic. Felicity of Sobel sequences supports
this view. The following example is from [23, p. 10] ((32) is a counterfactual Sobel
sequence. There are also indicative Sobel sequences).

(32) If Otto had come, it would have been a lively party; but if both Otto and Anna
had come it would have been a dreary party; but if Waldo had come as well,
it would have been lively; but …

Sobel sequences can be replicated with Mandarin jiu-conditionals.

(33) Lisi
Lisi

qu,
go,

wo
I

jiu
jiu

gen
with

ta
him

qu;
go;

dan
but

Lisi
Lisi

he
and

Zhangsan
Zhangsan

yiqi
together

qu,
go,

wo
I

jiu
jiu

bu
not

qu
go

le.
asp.

‘If Lisi goes, I will go with him; but if Lisi and Zhangsan go together, I will
not go.’
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According to [23], Sobel sequences provide evidence for assigning conditionals a
variably strict interpretation, where a conditional is true iff its consequent is true at
the closest possible world in which the antecedent is true. Since the closest p-world
is not necessarily a p ∧ q-world, the truth of the consequent at the former world does
not guarantee its truth at the latter world.

The current semantics we assign to the prejacent of jiu is actually not non-
monotonic. The □ in (34) is essentially a universal, and universals are downward-
monotonic with respect to its restriction.

(34) Jp andd □qKw,Q,s = 1 iff ∀w′ ∈ s ∩ {w′′ : JpKw′′,Q,s=1}.JqKw′,Q,s =1

We can incorporate Lewis and Stalnaker’s insight into our semantics. Our se-
mantics of conditional conjunction/juxtapositions based on [15] is quite close toKratzer’s
semantics of modals and conditionals. Kratzer’s modals and conditionals are doubly
relative [16, 18]; that is, they are interpreted relative to both a modal base and an
ordering source. The ordering source (a function from worlds to sets of propositions)
could make conditional antecedents non-monotonic.

Let’s take modals to be indexed for an ordering source g. Since we can use a set
of propositions to order worlds, for any evaluation world w, we can use g(w) to rank
the worlds within the modal base s, and we can pick the best ones. The following
definition from [8, p. 61] illustrates how this could be done.

(35) Given a set of world X and a set of propositions P , define the strict partial
order <P as follows:
∀w1w2 ∈ X : w1 <P w2 iff {p ∈ P : p(w2) = 1} ⊂ {p ∈ P : p(w1) = 1}

(36) For a given strict partial order <P on worlds, define the selection function
bestP that selects the set of <P -best worlds from any set X of worlds:
bestP (X) = {w ∈ X : ¬∃w′ ∈ X : w′ <P w}

With (35) and (36), modals are made to quantify over the best worlds relative to the
ordering source within the modal base, as in (37).

(37) J□g qKw,Q,s = 1 iff ∀w′ ∈ bestg(w)(s).JqKw′,Q,s =1

With the ordering sensitive □g, the prejacent of jiu has a non-monotonic antecedent,
as in (38). The reason should be familiar: since the best worlds relative to g(w)within
s ∩ {w′′ : JpKw′′,Q,s = 1} are not necessarily p ∧ p′ worlds, non-monotonicity holds.

(38) Jp andd □g qKw,Q,s = 1
iff ∀w′ ∈ bestg(w)(s ∩ {w′′ : JpKw′′,Q,s=1}).JqKw′,Q,s =1

With a non-monotonic semantics for conditional antecedents, the propositions in (31)
do not stand in a entailment relation, and thus jiu negates nothing.
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5.2 Non-vacuity

What happens with the non-vacuity constraint? Didn’t we say in section 3 that
a non-vacuity constraint prevents jiu from combining with a conjunctive prejacent
when the conjunction itself necessarily provides a complete answer to the QUD?

We need to distinguish two senses of being vacuous. The non-vacuity constraint
I have in mind is a variant of (26-a) proposed by [15]. Below, (39) is more general
than (26-a): the latter takes care of clauses while the former also covers expressions
other than clauses.

(26-a) No clause may be entirely idle in determining the meaning of a sentence.

(39) No expression may be entirely idle in determining the meaning of a sentence.

According to (39), jiu in conditionals is not vacuous: although it does not con-
tribute any truth-conditional content, it brings out a reading of juxtaposition that is
impossible (or highly dispreferred) when jiu is not present. In this sense, it is not idle
in determining the meaning of a Mandarin juxtaposition. The case is schematically
represented in (40-b).

(40) a. [p andb q] Juxtaposition without jiu
b. jiu [pF andd □q] Juxtaposition with jiu

(40-a) is the LF for a juxtaposition without jiu. Since the default interpretation of a
Mandarin juxtaposition is conjunction, andb is used. Instead, jiu is incompatible with
a conjunctive prejacent, so andd and a covert □ are employed in (40-b). This makes
(40-b) have a meaning significantly different from its jiu-less counterpart. Since jiu
causes this difference, it is not vacuous according to (39).

Things are different in (41), which represents a case where the conjunction it-
self necessarily provides a complete answer to the QUD (see (16)). (41-a) is still a
jiu-less juxtaposition and it is interpreted via andb. In (41-b), we try to add jiu but
retain a conjunctive interpretation of its prejacent. Since by assumption the prejacent
necessarily provides a complete answer, nothing gets negated by jiu. But this makes
(41-b) no different in meaning from (41-a), and thus jiu is indeed vacuous in this case
and is not allowed.

(41) a. [p andb q] Juxtaposition without jiu
b. jiu [pF andb q] Juxtaposition with jiu

5.3 Conditionality and causality

Before concluding the paper, I would like to respond to a question raised by an
anonymous reviewer. Consider (42).
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(42) Zhangsan
Zhangsan

mei
neg

lai,
come,

Lisi
Lisi

jiu
jiu

duzi
alone

qu
go

kan
see

dianying
movie

le.
asp.

‘Zhangsan didn’t come, so Lisi went to see the movie by himself.’

The reviewer points out that the first clause in (42) is entailed and s/he takes it to
be our problem. While I have a different intuition than the reviewer’s — my own
judgement is that (42) can be interpreted as a conditional, I agree with the reviewer
that (42) is most naturally uttered in a context where its first clause is true. However, I
do not think (42) is a problem. First, that conditional antecedents are not entailed does
not mean that they cannot be true. For instance, it is perfectly felicitous to say I know
that John came. If John came, Bill must also be here, and the conditional certainly
does not rule out the truth of its antecedent. Furthermore, (42) seems to express a
causal relation between the events described by the two clauses. While I do not have
an analysis of how causality is expressed in (42), causal relations are obviously non-
monotonic— A and B cause C does not entail A causes C, and thus is compatible with
jiu (unlike conjunctions). This is especially true given that one of the most influential
theories of causation is based on counterfactuals/conditionals [22].

6 Conclusion

Natural language conditionals have many properties, and different languages
might choose different properties and mark them grammatically. English chooses
to mark their inquisitive aspect (that is, their antecedents are not entailed, witness the
use of if which also surfaces in interrogatives) [34]. Mandarin chooses their variably
strict aspect (that is, their antecedents are non-monotonic), and marks it with an weak
exclusive in the consequents.
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汉语的条件句与 “就”

刘明明
湖南大学外国语学院
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摘 要

本文讨论汉语中最常用的条件句标志 “就”。除了出现在条件句中，“就”在汉
语中有其他多种功能。本文采取 [26]中对 “就”的统一刻画，认为 “就”是一个具
有弱排除义的副词。“就”能够标示条件句是因为当其出现在两个小句之间的时候，
小句之间的合取解读与 “就”的弱排除义不相符，因此得到了抑制。根据 [15]，小
句之间的连接词可以被弱化，而其被弱化后整个结构的意义约等于普通条件句的
语义且与 “就”的语义相符，因此 “就”在条件句中起标志作用。
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